Central Eastside Together Quarterly Report
October – December 2020
Executive Summary
Overview
This Quarterly Report offers an overview of the services provided through Central Eastside
Together between the months of October and December 2020, which is the fourth quarter (Q4)
of operations since programs launched district-wide in October 2019. 1
As less employees and owners are coming into the district due to COVID restrictions,
community engagement and information sharing remains a challenge. With a reduction in City
and County services, the Central Eastside Together Board of Directors, Oversight Committee,
and staff focused on identifying innovative ways to reach and support businesses and residents.
One way is through education. We invited a Licensed Clinical Social Worker to conduct
“Trauma-Informed Care in Action” and “Navigating the Mental Health Care System” trainings for
neighbors to respond appropriately to mental health crisis in the community. While furthering
our commitment to working through a trauma-informed care lens, these trainings offer concrete
tools for our community. We will be offering these trainings to the general public in the first
quarter of 2021.
This executive summary provides insight into Central Eastside Together’s Safety for All,
Cleaning, and Graffiti Removal services.
Safety for All
The Safety for All team continues to focus on presence patrols and working closely with
neighbors to problem solve concerns. Dispatches remained the same in this quarter ranging
between 50-100 a month, with more presence patrols and wellness checks requested.
The main concerns Central Eastside Together has heard this quarter are:
● Increase in graffiti “bombing” across the district (a high number of incidents of graffiti,
usually occurring overnight)
● Increase in mental health incidents
● Break ins are being reported by many property owners
● Large camp structures forming with cumulative biohazards and increased trash
○ Biohazards not being addressed quickly from Rapid Response, who supports
Clean Start teams in removing them
Dispatches from property owners calling in requesting property exclusions (verbally asking
someone to leave private property instead of calling the police) slightly decreased on average a
month in Q4. 18 property exclusions occurred, with many calls continuing to regard individuals
in the public right of way, which is not within the scope of work of the Safety for All team.
Having developed relationships with the houseless community, our Safety for All team is able to
communicate concerns as they arise and connect people to our Cleaning team through Central
City Concern’s Clean Start program. The cleaning team can offer bags for waste at active
camps as well as collect it when needed. This quarter they supported 1,216 active camps in
managing their waste, which supports people in incorporating more hygienic practices during
this public health crisis. This is nearly double from last quarter.
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This quarter is only 3 months, whereas others have been 4, due to the launch date of programs.
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Overall, the Safety for All Team had individual contacts with 2,763 people living outside,
including 39 wellness checks, and connecting them to the Care Team for resources.
The Safety for All Care Coordinator and Care Team continue to work diligently to provide
exceptional care for people living outside in the district through the lens of trauma-informed
care. A large focus continues to be on medical and mental health services, including:
• Signing 7 people up for Oregon Health Plan
• Assisting 38 people in getting medical appointments
● 32 people in getting mental health appointments (mostly virtual). They supported 3
people in interviews for housing and 2 people in getting into permanent housing, both
down significantly from previous quarters, reflecting the multiple barriers people are
facing currently which include COVID.
They continue to make referrals to culturally specific agencies.
In addition to distributing hygiene kits, tents, sleeping bags and blankets, since June 1st, the
Care team has distributed 3,150 meals in partnership with the Joint Office of Homeless Services
as most dining halls remain closed.
This quarter, the Care Team worked closely with the Licensed Clinical Social Worker to identify
goals for 2021. These included creating pathways for referral and connections to medical
outreach teams and streamlining processes for obtaining ID documents. In addition, they are
building on Care Oregon’s care coordination services definition to structure their caseloads.
Cleaning
Still without access to many social services including those that offer hygiene such as libraries
or day shelters, people rely more heavily on mobile services such as Clean Start and
emergency hygiene centers to address their needs.
In Q4, our cleaning teams picked up:
● 146,442 pounds of trash
● 5,046 needles
● 6,981 drug paraphernalia
● Utilizing additional precautions due to COVID-19, 1,059 biohazards were removed
● Zones 2 and 3 (8 zones total) continue to have the highest rate of trash being noted,
between 22-33% of the overall district.
Graffiti
Graffiti services are now provided by Central City Concern’s Clean Start program, beginning as
of September 2020. This quarter, we are seeing a large increase in the number of requests for
graffiti removal through our dispatch line and via email, which is consistent with the uptick of
graffiti incidents. There have been 272 paint outs or 42,440 square feet. We have had
ongoing graffiti bombing occurring in the district, which can be attributed to so many buildings
unoccupied and minimal activity. Due to this increase, Central Eastside Together team is
working closely with the City’s graffiti removal program and other jurisdictions to address
frequent and high intensity graffiti corridors. The team continues to prioritize hate graffiti and
high traffic corridors.
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Central Eastside Together
Quarterly Report
October – December 2020
Introduction
This Quarterly Report offers an overview of the services provided through Central
Eastside Together, the first Enhanced Services District to be passed in Portland in 18
years. While you read any of the reports, we recommend referencing the Glossary
(Appendix A) for more insight into certain terms. In addition, the Services Plan that was
approved by City Council in February 2019 outlines the commitments made by the
Central Eastside Industrial Council (CEIC) in more detail (Appendix B).
Cleaning, Graffiti Removal, and Safety Zones 1-7, Cleaning and Graffiti Only Zone 8

Across the programs, the fourth quarter of services have been focused following
priorities:
● COVID-19 safety response: distributing information and supplies to the
houseless community in relation to COVID-19 including meals and hygiene kits
to houseless and increasing presence patrols throughout the district,
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● Review a years-worth of data to develop Key Performance Indicators with the
Oversight Committee and Central Eastside Together Board of Directors,
● Utilize the Trash for Peace / Ground Score report of independent audit of
services in developing the Care Team’s 2021 goals, incorporating feedback from
people experiencing houselessness in the district,
● Managing the Community Grants Program: The grant panel has awarded
$72,540 in funding to 10 local nonprofits completing projects within the Central
Eastside. Projects areas include houseless services, workforce development,
place-making, Community Building, Environment & Citizen Engagement.
● Onboarding additional members for the Central Eastside Together Board of
Directors and Oversight Committee.
The Sidewalk Operations Oversight Committee is meeting virtually as of March 2020.
The committee meets the standards of the Enhanced Services District governance
structure set forth in the council approved service plan with diverse business and
resident representation including people who have experienced houselessness.

The Sidewalk Operations Oversight Committee focused on the following tasks:
● Working closely with partners to identify systems that address immediate needs
including graffiti-bombing, ongoing crimes in certain hotspot areas, and delays in
response times,
● Shifting to a more problem-solving forum, whereby stakeholders can join to
brainstorm creative solutions to urgent issues they are facing,
● Developing concrete communications tools for the community through a traumainformed care lens, including building additional trainings on Navigating the
Mental Health System, Trauma-Informed Care in Action to be offered to the
public in 2021,
● Conducted the second, third and fourth quarterly public meetings virtually.
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Each month the committee reviews a report with the data presented to them from the
service providers and CEIC staff. These monthly reports are public and posted online
on the CEIC website. The committee then crafts recommendations for the Central
Eastside Together Board of Directors. The Committee has a regularly scheduled
meeting to review the quarterly reports with opportunities for public comment.
The Central Eastside Together Board of Directors was appointed in January 2020 and
has been meeting regularly since February. There are 5 people serving as directors
with lived experience of houselessness. The organization is currently in the process of
creating a 501c3.

As a part of Central Eastside Togethers’ commitment to trauma-informed care, CEIC
offers trauma-informed care trainings facilitated by a Licensed Clinical Social Worker to
the Board of Directors, Sidewalk Operations Oversight Committee, all service providers,
and partners in the district such as Street Books. This quarter’s training in November
focused on trauma-informed care in practice, with 2 more scheduled for early 2021 for
the general public.
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Training at Autodesk with Central Eastside Together Board of Directors, Oversight
Committee, service providers, staff and community partners in March 2020.
Service Details
Complaints
● CEIC has received no complaints since October regarding service providers.
● We have received multiple complaints from people who are displeased with the
lack of city services available in the district, especially regarding lack of crime
enforcement and police response to crimes, and the amount of vandalism.
Safety for All
COVID-19 Response
With fewer people in the area due to local mandates, many properties are currently
unoccupied. The Safety for All team suggested following these tips to ensure properties
are protected. They are also tracking Portland Police’s response to COVID-19 including
their new operational guidelines. In addition, the Safety Ambassadors have increased
presence patrols across the district. The Care Team continues to work closely with
partners to coordinate resources for our houseless neighbors, including supplying food,
clothing, and hygiene kits.
Hiring and Training
● Trainings included ongoing Trauma Informed Care, De-escalation, and Mental
Health First Aid. The Care Team continues to facilitate trainings for the Safety
Ambassadors around their outreach work.
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● As a result of a recommendation from the Oversight Committee, an additional
Outreach worker was added to the contract in September which coincided with
the increase in requests for wellness checks.
● CEIC continues to join the Safety for All Team on a regular basis for their
ongoing professional trainings to provide an overview of the Central Eastside
Together programs for new staff. The staff utilizes the “Field Guide” created in
partnership with the Oversight Committee which includes a history, priorities, and
importance of trauma-informed care.

Engagements
NW Enforcement shares daily and monthly reports with the CEIC team that track the
metrics created with the Formation Board. Incident reports are submitted if an issue
arises. Each of the incident reports track the level of de-escalation required by using
the situational protocol that was developed with the Formation Board (see Appendix C).
Between October and December, the Safety for All team has had the following
engagements in the community.
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Safety for All Type Engagements
October - December 2020
Categories

Oct

Nov

Dec

Totals

52

123

82

257

105

287

228

620

Number of resident contacts

7

8

5

20

Number of guest contacts

8

2

3

13

5

8

8

21

1264

903

596

2,763

Number of businesses
Number of conversations with businesses

Number of chaperoned walks
Total number of contacts with all people living
outside (including existing people in system)

Safety for All Incidents and Dispatches
October - December 2020
Categories

Glossary

Incident reports Reports
where
deescalation
techniques
were
employed
Caller ID Dependent
on the
inquiry
Location of Detail by
incident zone
Initial harm Situational
reduction steps protocol
employed numbers
(levels 0-3)

October November December Totals
7

8

10

25

Tracked in each report

Included in each incident report
All interactions have been level 1 or lower

6

If no referrals/ If not
how resolved emergency
medical or
police.

All details included in incident reports

Dispatches
Number of Amount of
dispatches calls and/or
emails
received for
tasks

100

Safety Responding
ambassador ID ambassador
for each
dispatch
Safety
ambassador
notes on
dispatch

Categories Glossary

Care Team
wellness checks
Emergency 911 or AMR
medical contact
Emergency
mental health
contact

Non-emergency
police
contacts/referral
to AMR

Multnomah
county
mental
health crisis
line (503)
988-5464

73

219

In daily reports

Details on
response
time, contact
information
and outcome

Safety Which will be
Ambassador referred to
wellness checks Care Team
as needed

46

In daily reports

5

1

10

16

Oct

Nov

Dec

Totals

11

4

8

23

1

2

3

6

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

11

7

Property When they
exclusions verbally ask
occurring people to
leave private
property need a
waiver to do
so

12

3

3

18

Property Dispatches
exclusions to have
reported someone
moved off
private
property but
had left by
time the
safety team
arrived or
people were
on public
property

23

8

6

37

Number of Unoccupied
abandoned cars (no one
autos living in
them)

8

9

0

17

Not
reported

Not
reported

1

3

9

11

0

20

Vandalism
reported to
Safety Team
Vandalism Large graffiti,
documented by etched glass,
Safety Team broken
windows or
doors, fire

Safety Ambassadors are also tracking incidents of trash, vandalism, abandoned autos,
biohazards, and priority graffiti in the district which create work orders that are then
shared with the other service provider teams.
The Safety for All team has been tracking the types of services requested by the
houseless community which has informed the types of partnerships the Care Team is
developing and where they are focusing their energy.
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Services Requested October - December 2020
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During their shifts in the district, the Care Team has been focusing on the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Distributing meals during COVID-19, including 3,150 since October,
Offering people snacks, water, hand warmers, blankets, hygiene kits and socks,
Sharing books from Street Books,
Supporting people in finding overnight shelter or housing,
Applying for identification,
Connecting people with clinics for medical or mental health appointments or in
crisis and to sign up for OHP,
● Researching where people’s personal belongings are located following
“sweeps.*”
*A term used for the clearing of illegal camping. Central Eastside Together does not
participate in “sweeps.”
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Care Team Services
October - December 2020
Categories Oct
Nov
Dec
Wellness Checks 11
5
18
Health Care
Medical Appointments 15
15
8
Scheduled
Mental Health Appointments 14
10
8
Scheduled
Dental Appointments 6
1
0
Scheduled
Signed Up for OHP 5
1
1
Shelter/Housing
Housing Interviews 1
2
0
Permanent Housing 1
Other
IDs/Birth Certificates 5
Meals Supplied 1300

Totals
34
38
32
7
7
3

0

1

2

8
1100

0
750

13
3150

Because of COVID-19, shelter capacity has been reduced. Combined with the ongoing
shortage of affordable housing region wide, this limits options for our Care Team to
successfully connect people to shelter and housing. CEIC will be focusing its advocacy
efforts on affordable housing in 2021.
Cleaning
In 2020, the Clean Start cleaning team picked up 505,144 pounds of trash including
34,136 bags of trash.
Still without access to many social services including those that offer hygiene such as
libraries or day shelters, people rely more heavily on mobile services such as Clean
Start and emergency hygiene centers to address their needs. In Q4, our cleaning
teams have picked up:
● 146,442 pounds of trash
● 5,046 needles
● 6,981 drug paraphernalia
● 1,059 biohazards
● Zones 2 and 3 (8 zones total) continue to have the highest rate of trash being
noted, between 22-33% of the overall district.
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Clean Start crew members working in the CEID
Cleaning Incidents per Type October-December 2020
Incidents

Oct

Nov

Dec

Bags of Trash

3167

2466

3151

8784

Needles

1903

1050

2093

5046

Drug Paraphernalia

1875

3516

1590

6981

439

287

333

1059

513

325

378

1216

87

612

90

789

Contacts Made

482

295

289

1066

Broken Glass

197

101

230

528

Storm Drains Cleaned

81

104

103

288

Doorways Cleaned

144

33

118

295

48

32

80

160

Email Cleaning requests

71

143

105

319

Shopping Cart removed

30

88

47

165

Other

157

45

253

455

Furniture

107

88

105

300

47,300

37,982

61,140

Biohazards cleaned/removed
Camps Cleaned – Active*
Camps Cleaned – Abandoned

Phone Cleaning Requests

LBS of Trash
Totals

56,601

47,167

70,105

Totals:

146,422
173,873
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*Camps cleaned that are active means cleaning team offer special bags for cleaning or
clean around if allowed by camp owner.
Breakdown of Trash by Zone: Bags Collected with Percent in District,
October - December 2020

Trash by Zone

Oct

Nov

Dec

Zone 1

317 bags/10%

272 Bags/11%

284 bags/9%

Zone 2

918 Bags/29%

789 Bags/32%

850 bags/27%

Zone 3

887 Bags/28%

642 Bags/26%

756 bags/24%

Zone 4

633 bags/20%

419 Bags/17%

662 bags/21%

Zone 5

222 bags/7%

172 Bags/7%

252 bags/8%

Zone 6,7,8

190 bags/6%

172 Bags/7%

347 bags/11%

Hiring and Training
● All Clean Start team members continue to undergo ongoing professional
development that includes nonviolent crisis prevention, differentiation of trash
from personal property, engagement of campers and/or similar vulnerable
populations, and trauma informed care.
Graffiti Removal Services
This quarter, we are seeing a large increase in the number of requests for graffiti
removal through our dispatch line and via email, which is consistent with the uptick of
graffiti incidents across the Central City, including downtown.
There have been 272 paint outs or 42,440 square feet.
We have had ongoing graffiti bombing occurring in the district, which can be attributed
to so many buildings unoccupied and minimal activity. Due to this increase, the Central
Eastside Together team is working closely with the City’s graffiti removal program and
other jurisdictions to address frequent and high intensity graffiti corridors. The team
prioritizes hate graffiti,1 larger sized incidents, businesses that are front facing (i.e. retail,

1

CEIC uses Portland United Against Hate's description which is as follows: A hate incident occurs when a behavior based in bias
creates a hostile environment, and/or belittles, restricts, harms, alienates people based on their perceived identity by a person,
group, or institution that has similar or greater power than the target(s). This is an offense against a person or property motivated in
whole or in part by the offender's bias against a protected class, including race, color, religious ideology, national origin, veteran
status, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, physical or mental ability, or political affiliation but may not qualify
as a crime or a hate crime. https://www.portlandunitedagainsthate.org/about
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restaurants), main thoroughfares and walkways with high pedestrian traffic, and graffiti
bombs.
Incidents and Square Feet per Month October-December 2020
Oct
Incidents
Square Feet

Nov

Dec

Totals

103

90

79

272

23,815

8,300

10,325

42,440

PUBLIC COMMENT

During the Public Sidewalk Operations Oversight Committee on December 10th, 2020, no public
comment was submitted verbally. Staff is offering alternative methods to submit, including via an
online form. Below are the results.
Name: Brooke Cabatic
Email: brooke@sppproperties.com
What is your affiliation with the Central Eastside? Please list your business, organization,
or indicate if you are a resident in the District: CE Together Oversight committee co-chair and
Property Manager in the district
Please share your public comment below i.e. concerns and feedback, either positive or
negative, regarding the District. These can be general about the District or specifically
related to the Central Eastside Together programs:
The CEID continues to struggle with vandalism, graffiti, disturbances, harassment, people crimes,
property crimes. Our 1 open restaurant tenant is struggling to maintain business with all of the above
factors playing out in front of our property. Another restaurant tenant won't even open or attempt to
open for outdoor dining only because of these factors. It feels like there are no options for people
causing "low level" crime so they continue to negatively impact the neighborhood and already
struggling businesses. Police won't arrest and if they do, DA does not prosecute so we are left
struggling to find ways to deal with the chaos and hope we can keep business and customers
coming in. It has not been successful. These are much larger issues than CE Together was
designed to address without more city/police support. The CE Together Crews have been very
responsive when contacted and I am grateful we have these teams of people as I feel it would be
much, much worse without them.
________________________________________________________________________________
Name: Art Fortuna
Email: afortuna@vtgrouppdx.com
What is your affiliation with the Central Eastside? Please list your business, organization,
or indicate if you are a resident in the District: Businesss Member of CEIC and Board Member
of CEIC
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Please share your public comment below i.e. concerns and feedback, either positive or
negative, regarding the District. These can be general about the District or specifically
related to the Central Eastside Together programs.
I want to express that I believe that the Formation of the ESD in the Central East side has been very
positive thing for the District and the programs that have been established to support the quality of
life for all property owners, residents housed and houseless, as well as all constituents of the district
have been model programs that in spite of extremely difficult times have been producing outstanding
results and will prove very valuable into the future. The consistent determination to find positive
approches to very difficult social issues and track the progress to improve performance is admirable
and should be recognized.
________________________________________________________________________________
Name: Angie Garcia
Email: escuelavivadirector@gmail.com
What is your affiliation with the Central Eastside? Please list your business, organization,
or indicate if you are a resident in the District: Owner of Escuela Viva, the only daycare in the
district. I am also a member of the oversight committee for the ESD
Please share your public comment below i.e. concerns and feedback, either positive or
negative, regarding the District. These can be general about the District or specifically
related to the Central Eastside Together programs:
Mayor Ted Wheeler, My business, Escuela Viva, is the only childcare facility in the Central Eastside
Industrial area. We have been in the neighborhood for more than 10 years. In that time we have
aimed to be a good neighbor. We are an active participant in the CEIC’s Enhanced Services
sDistrict, and I serve on the oversight committee. Being a good neighbor is important to me, to our
school community and is in line with our schools philosophies. Being a neighbor to the St. Francis
dining hall has had it’s ups and downs. We have collaborated with them over the years working to
create the safest environment possible for the more than 70 children who attend our school. The
ages of the children we serve are 6 months to 5 years of age. They are our city’s smallest citizens.
They rely on all of us to care for them, to educate them and to keep them safe. It has not always
been easy to balance all of these needs. At times what we face right outside our front door is just not
suitable for small children, and often is outright dangerous. Our houseless neighbors also deserve
our compassion, our care and our diligence to ensure their needs are met. While this is true, my
number one priority on any given day is to ensure I fulfill my promise and commitment to my parent
community, to care for and protect their children. The challenges we face are heightened right now
with the pandemic. We have less staff on site as that is the requirement to provide emergency
childcare in the state of Oregon. It is hard to provide the safety that is needed when parents must
congregate outside, at a distance, while they wait for the health screening by our staff so their
children can enter care. Some of our houseless neighbors, as is evident around the city, are
struggling. Their mental health seems to be deteriorating even more, their needs more critical, and
the desperation seems all the more apparent. We have more trash, drug paraphernalia, human
waste and a higher level of tension, and blatant aggression and violence. One family had their
bicycle and trailer stolen during a very active time of the day with lots of adults around. Another
parent was assaulted, unprovoked, in front of his children. Several of my staff have been verbally
assaulted and feel unsafe. My parent community is compassionate and growing more and more
concerned with the deteriorating conditions around the school. St. Francis and Catholic Charities
have been working hard to manage the area around their property but the level of camping and trash
is alarming and beyond the scope of their responsibility. I witnessed a man aggressively throw wood,
debris and a knife directly across the street from our school. Our parent community is providing
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some security patrols during the morning drop off time and the CEIC’s ESD is providing limited
evening patrols during our pick up times. This is not something that is sustainable for any of us. Until
the city is able to provide the necessary services for our houseless community, I am asking for a no
camping zone in a one block radius around the school and help secure professional patrols around
our school building during drop off and pick up times. We know the challenges are great, especially
now. We are willing to be an active participant towards short term and long term solutions, yet we
need the city to step forward.
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